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February is Valentine's Day, so it's a great time to show someone how much you appreciate them. Instead of rushing to buy your usual gifts this holiday, such as wine, chocolate, balloons or a bottle of cards, why not look for new ways to celebrate the month? You can offer something on your Valentine's
Day at any time for a month. This can be someone close to you: your romantic partner, best friend, siblings, teammates, work friends or parents. Alternatively, you can have several Valentine's Day this year and do something special for everyone you know. But, who has time to do that? You can focus on
the special someone who steals your heart every time they give you a hug. One of the most romantic things you can do for someone who cares deeply is to make a photo gift. This could be a DIY project or one you made. Here are 20 ideas for giving photos as gifts: you can have enlarged photos in
various sizes, and there are a lot of websites where you can do that. Some are rectangular (full frames) and some sizes are cutting parts of an image, such as the popular square image used on Instagram. Some frames cover a small portion of the image. 2. Canvas print canvas is very popular at the
moment because it gives rich shape and texture to photos. Black and white images in particular look good on the canvas. Larger prints on canvas also look great.3. Metal printing Is all the rage right now because metal printing is something new to offer by the Photography Institute. The image is printed on
aluminum for a soft, shiny finish and is irresistible.4. Enlargement Regular enlargement is still always printed by the Photography Institute. In general, depending on your preferred amount of reflection, you can get a glossy back or matte finish.5. Photo Mural wall painting is a way to convert house
decorations because it uses the entire wall on display. They come in a variety of materials and some are made like removable wallpaper, so they do not have to be permanent.6. May GalleryA Gallery Wall is a great way to display multiple images in a creative way. Depending on the room décor, you can
display many images together that look attractive.7. Use your imagination in this one because DIY frames are sky limits. Some people make frames from old trees, glue buttons, other objects and jewelry hot on the edges. One idea is to attach an image using a mini clothespin to keep it simple.8.
Scrapbook A photo albums or scrapbooks are a classic way to tell a story with your photos. You can be as creative as you want, and you can use a variety of papers and designs to showcase your photos. You can get you ideas from local craft shops. 9. Photo locketYe may have a photo rocket made, as
an old fashioned gift for your loved ones. These are usually custom made by jeweler.10. Mouse padsWhich digital images can be printed on custom mouse pads, and most laboratories offer this service. You can order online.11. Mobile phone cases are a personal and popular way to provide photos as
follows: Make sure you have a site that creates these sites online.12. Magnet magnets can be made in various sizes and are convenient for attaching to refrigerators, school lockers or metal objects.13. If you have too many calendar images, it's a good place to create a calendar that you can't select. You
can make them smaller or larger in standard sizes, using various kinds of software, some of which can be found online for free.14. Photo Book The idea for a photo book can include the place you were, a wedding, a honeymoon, a birthday or other special occasion. You can print with a hard or soft-can-
have book. Some people create photo books as a way to document what they spend together each year.15. A keychein or pendant A keychein is a simple way to remind someone you care about every day. These can be ordered from a printing office, and you can make them yourself.16. T-shirts are fun
items that display a lot of your favorite photos. Most local printing cows offer services or order online from many websites.17. Pillows and blankets are very personal items that make unusual gifts. Search Google for photo gifts to find retailers that make photos. 18. Photo collage photo editing software like
Picasa gives you the option to create photo collages of images. You can use only a few images, or only a few images for special effects. You can then print collages in various sizes in the photo lab.19. Online albums Online albums have the advantage of being accessible to everyone, and they are well-ed
with special event photos such as weddings and parties. There are numerous web and phone applications that can create albums. If you want to be able to view albums only in one person or group of people, you can specify them in settings.20 Music Slideshow When you create a slide show that includes
both music and words, it requires professional software, but the effects can be eye-watering and very personal. The price depends on the software, depending on whether you want to do it at the amateur level or at the pro level of expertise. Make unique and personal gifts from photos of you and your
loved ones to make this year's Valentine's Day celebration special only. It's never too late to give someone a photo that they can cherish forever and say 'I love you'. Photo courtesy of flickr.com nothing as serene as the Carlos ZGZ Aquarium on Flickr. Ripples of water, beautiful fish swimming peacefully,
it is truly a small piece of nature. Now you can have it on your Android phone, too. Aquarium Live Wallpaper is a live wallpaper where tropical fish swimming across the home screen. Crazy blocks of light, music, or just soothing effects of sofas, flowing fins and sparkling water to keep time with zombies.
Best part: It doesn't slow down the phone at all. We can all use our phones alone for a little quiet time. Watch a few more screens along the break and download the link, turn on some quiet music Cool with the fish. Android 2.1 or above, ROM should have a live wallpaper to run. The paid version can
adjust some of the settings. You can control the landscape, plants, types and number of fish, as well as preferences such as lighting and bubbles. Free Version: [Market Link] AppBrain] Weekly, The Android Central Podcast gives you the latest tech news, analysis and hot takes, along with familiar co-
hosts and special guests. Pocket Cast Subscription: Audio subscription from Spotify: Audio subscription on iTunes: Audio we can receive commissions for purchases using our link. Learn more. This site is formed to become one of the best phones of the year for Google's Pixel 2, which is not available in
your country, and while the non-XL model may not have the most attractive hardware, it does come with some of the best Android software around the two variants. One of the many features shown at the event announced on October 4 was an updated live wallpaper of Pixel 2, thanks to a developer by
the name of Pranav Pandy, you can now download these from a running Android phone 6.0 marshmallow or more. Last year's Pixel Introduction Live Earth is a wallpaper that takes you to your home screen, which is set for some extra depth, and pixel 2's live wallpapers are one step more by introducing
more moving and interactive parts. One wallpaper shows Lagos, Portugal with waves crashing into a rocky shore, while another exhibits a hot air balloon flying over Monument Valley, Utah. There is also a Glimmer wallpaper that brightens up when you touch the home screen, a virtual sticky guy who
responds and reconstructs himself shape according to taps and swipes, and also has real-time views of Mars and the moon. If it seems like a lot of Pixel 2 features have been implanted on other phones recently, that's why they have been. Static Pixel 2 wallpapers have been made available for download
before live ones, along with pixel 2 launchers and camera apps. Pixel 2 is an expensive phone, and while these apps and wallpapers don't offer exactly the same experience found in Google's latest and greatest, they can definitely get you close. Here you can download Pixel 2 live wallpapers. Moving
your life to New York City is not an easy task, especially if you are renting a walk-up apartment. And even once settled, keeping up with the demands of everyday city life can be really expensive. Before you know it, you're dropping hundreds of dollars a week for lunch - and it doesn't even start how much
we cost to film. To give your bank account some breathing space and help you keep your budget, we rounded up some essential money-saving apps that you need to download before heading to the Big Apple. All you need to do is purchase a monthly subscription and you'll have unlimited access to all
your services. From coffee to concerts, it's basically like having an unlimited monthly Metro card for all your favorite things. Related: 42 Things You You know if it's the thing of racing home to make sure that the real New Yorker Sarah has the package delivered safely or has stuff that has been
uncomfortably sent to the office. For $79 per month, Doorman lets you get as many delivery orders as you want whenever it's most convenient. The company intercepts the package in a warehouse and securely stores it until it's actually at home. For $35 per month, you can join a coffee club to drink
coffee, tea, lattes and espresso. Catches must go down to the east and west village. If you live or work in a neighborhood, you definitely need to get on with this. This app is not exactly unlimited, but it can be as well. At a low price of $9.99 a month, you can choose a drink a day from plenty of local bars
that Hooch has partnered with around town. In short, you are basically paying the price of one drink so you can have a total of 30 throughout the month. Not too shabby, if you ask us. Related: 9 Would-Be Bartenders Wish You Knew About Tips It's Time to Stop Spending $15 On Those Salads You Buy
For Lunch Every Day. Instead, for as little as $6 per meal, a meal arm can take care of all your food for a week while you're at work. If you feel extra lazy, they subscribe to dinner, too. Movie prices have skyrocketed over the past few years, but this app has found a way to create cinemas like Netflix. For
$9.99 a month you can watch as many movies as you want anywhere in the country. Sadly popcorn and candy are not included, but you can use all the money you have saved on snack tickets. Sometimes you may need to relax in the city, and flying west is the way to go. All can-you-can-fly is now for
$1,950 per month to destinations in apps including L.A. and Lake Tahoe. With a wax membership, you can wax unlimitedly for $99 a month. Eyebrow wax here may not be a big problem, but those numbers add up. Up.
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